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ABSTRACT 

A progression of N-subbed 4-thiocarbamoyl-5-pyrazolone subordinates (HL1 - HL4) is 

introduced as chelating specialists for complexation with Fe (III), Ni (II) and Cu (II) metal 

particles. The incorporated pyrazolone ligands and their recently metal buildings are described 

by various unearthly and insightful techniques, for example, UV–Vis, IR, 1 H NMR, 13C NMR, 

ESR, MS, attractive estimation, and TGA. The ghostly information uncover that ligands 

facilitated to metal particles in a bidentate example through O and N iotas of the OH bunch at 

C(5) and thiocarbamoyl (– CSNHR) at C(4) of the pyrazolone ring. Likewise, the logical 

information propose the stoichiometries 2:3 (M: L) for both Cu(II) and Ni(II) buildings and 1:3 

for Fe(III) edifices. Furthermore, the typical attractive minutes esteems for Fe (III) edifices 

affirm high turn octahedral structure while the diamagnetic idea of all Ni (II) buildings is 

predictable with square planar calculation. Be that as it may, the odd attractive qualities for Cu 

(II) buildings recommend the proposition of their binuclear designs. The ESR spectra of the Cu 

(II) edifices uphold the twisted square planar math with a significantly solid intradimeric turn 

trade association. Also, the anticancer, antibacterial and antifungal exercises are screened. 

Among the orchestrated mixtures, HL4 ligand displays a huge wide range of activity against 

Gram-positive (S. aureus), Gram-negative microbes (P. vulgaris), and antifungal intensity 

against A. fumigatus and C. albicans in examination with gentamicin and ketoconazole drug. 

Such power of HL4 could be identified with the addition of the p-chloro in the phenyl bunch 

connected to the pharmacophoric thiocarbamoyl bunch at C(4). Moreover, IC50 estimations of 

two Cu(II) edifices got from HL2 and HL3 show almost twofold or triple greater cytotoxicity 

sway against three cell lines (MCF-7, HCT116 and HepG-2) contrasted and cis-platin as sure 

control. 

Keywords – Chemistry, Chemistry Analytical, Physical Sciences 

INTRODUCTION 

Metal chelates are known as coordination compounds. Such mixtures are made out of metal as a 

unified and encompassing natural particle. These natural atoms are known as ligand. Such 
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coordination buildings are the aftereffects of a Lewis corrosive base response wherein impartial 

particles or anions (called ligands) cling to a focal metal iota (or particle) by organize covalent 

bonds. As indicated by Lewis' definition ligands are considered as Lewis bases. They contain in 

any event one sets of electron to give to a metal particle/particle. Ligands are additionally called 

chelating specialists. Metal molecule/particles are considered as Lewis acids. They can 

acknowledge the sets of electrons from ligand or Lewis base. 

Giver particle in a ligand, the molecule which is straightforwardly clung to the metal iota/particle 

is known as the contributor molecule. The connection between the ligand and metal particle is 

called facilitate covalent bond which is varying from the ordinary covalent bond in atoms. 

Bond A facilitate covalent bond is the bond where one particle (for example the giver iota) gives 

both the electrons. This kind of holding is contrasting from a typical covalent bond in which 

every iota supplies one electron 

In the event that the coordination complex has a charge, at that point the complex is known as a 

perplexing particle. Mixtures those contain a coordination complex are called coordination 

compounds. 

In science, coordination compounds are metal containing compounds; particularly those of 

change are coordination chelates. Normally happening metal chelates are Hemoglobin, 

Chlorophyll and Vitamin B12. 

Coordination compounds are known since many years. From the start of current science by 

properties were at first surely known in the middle of 1800 – 1869 by Christian Wilhelm 

Blomstrand. The researcher created and guaranteed that the arrangement of coordination 

buildings was because of particles would be jump through smelling salts chains. He contrasted 

this impact with the way that different sugar chains structure. 

Following this Sophus Mads Jorgensen showed that when a particle separates in an answer the 

two plausible outcomes 

1) The particles would tie by means of the smelling salts chains which Blomstrand had 

portrayed. 

2) The particles would tie straightforwardly to the metal. 

The most broadly acknowledged adaptation of the hypothesis now a days was distributed by 

Alfred Werner. Werner made some adjustment in to the Blomstrand hypothesis by two different 

ways. He portrayed the two distinctive particle probabilities regarding area in the coordination 

circle. He asserted that if the particles were to shape a chain this would happen outside of the 

coordination circle while the particles that bound straightforwardly to the metal would be inside 

the coordination circle. Werner had the option to discover the spatial game plans of the ligands 

which were engaged with the arrangement of the chelate hexacoordinate cobalt. That hypothesis 

permits one to clear the contrast between an organized ligand and a charge adjusting particle in a 

compound, for instance the chloride particle in the cobaltammine chlorides and to clarify large 

numbers of the beforehand odd isomers. 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

1. To research the synthesis of novel antipyrine and ligand molecules containing azo dyes 

2. The chelating properties of all compounds should be studied. 

METHODS 

Section-A comprises different instrumental method employed to analyze the produced 

compounds. The methods are: 

• Elemental method of study 

• Spectroscopy of infrared (IR) 

• Magnetic resonance nuclear spectroscopy (NMR) 

• LC-MS research 

• Thermogravimetric test 

Section-B deals with the details about the raw materials used 

Elemental Analysis 

Elementary analysis is the approach in which the sample is analysed for its elemental and often 

isotopic composition of inorganic or organic compounds. Elements and percentage-average 

quantitative analysis. In calculating concentrations of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen, this 

technique is useful. The different methods are helpful for the research. 

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) 

To classify the functional groups present in the organic compounds, infrared spectroscopy is a 

very useful spectral tool for an organic chemist; however, it can not provide the complete 

molecular structure of compounds. 

Light is permitted to pass through the sample in IR spectroscopy, some of the frequencies are 

absorbed and other frequencies are transmitted through the sample. The absorption of IR 

radiation depends on the increase of covalent bonds in a molecule's vibration energy or rotational 

energy. At such quantized frequencies, various stretching and bending vibrations emerge. In 

graphical form, certain vibrations are noted. If the molecule is permitted to impart IR rays, 

energy is absorbed and the amplitude of the vibration is increased. If the frequency of molecular 

vibrations is related to the frequency of the IR radiation absorbed, we can get an IR spectrum. 
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF AZO DYES AS LIGANDS [AAD-1 TO 

AAD-5] BASED ON AMINOANTIPYRINE 

Materials 

4-aminoantipyrine (PAAP) was purchased from the local market and the seller's details are given 

below. All the other chemicals used were pure and scientific. 

For the synthesis of Antipyrine azo dyes, the diazo coupling components used are described 

below: 

• Bon acid (3-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid) 

• 8-hydroxyquinoline 

• Salicylic acid 

• Resacetophenone 

• Benzoresorcinol 

SYNTHESIS AND PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF METAL CHELATES OF 

AMINOANTIPYRINE AZO DYE LIGANDS [AAD-1 TO AAD-5] 

This includes the synthesis of transition metal chelates based on the [AAD-1 to AAD-5] ligands 

mentioned in Chapter-2. This chapter also provided the preliminary characterization of these 

transition metal chelates. Various metal transition ions were used, namely Cu+2, Mn+2, Zn+2, 

Co+2 and Ni+2. These dyes' classification and structure as ligands are as follows: 

Preparation of metal chelate of ligand AAD-2 [123-127] 

The pure ligand was used in the metal chelate synthesis process. As follows, Ligand was 

purified: 

The AAD-1 and AAD-3 to AAD-5 ligands were dissolved in HCl dilute aqueous NaOH and 

filtered through the G-1 funnel. In order to precipitate the ligand, it was stirred well and aqueous 

HCl mixture was added drop wise. The solid was boiled with filtered and dried petroleum ether. 

The dried ligand sample was used for metal chelate preparation. The ligand of AAD-2 was 

dissolved in dilute HCl and aqueous alkali precipitated. 

Analysis of metal chelates of AAD-1 to AAD-5 ligands 

The following methods have been used in this work to obtain structural details on the 

coordination compounds studied. 
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 

Magnetic Susceptibility 

An intrinsic property is known to be the magnetic resistance of metal chelates. The molecular 

weight of the sample is accounted for in the calculation of molar magnetic susceptibility (χm) of 

metal chelate. The analysis of magnetic properties offers data on the form of bond valence and 

stereo chemical aspects of transition metal chelates. Magnetic susceptibility is characterised as 

the degree to which a substance, by applying a magnetic field to it, is susceptible to 

magnetization. There are two forms of magnetic effect, one diamagnetism resulting from the 

orbital contribution of the electron considered to be altered particles and the other 

paramagnetism associated with electron spin and orbital angular momentum. Ferromagnetism, 

defined as "cooperative phenomena," is a subdivision of paramagnetism. It happens when more 

than a paramagnetic core interacts magnetically with each other within the sample. It exists only 

in certain organic molecules infected with impurities that have electron-containing domains or 

lattices with parallel spins. The fundamental property of materials, diamagnetism, derives from 

the interaction of paired electrons with the magnetic field and is independent of the temperature 

and the magnetic field applied. Whereas paramagnetism occurs only in those compounds 

containing free radical unpaired electrons and is independent of the field applied, but inversely 

proportional to the temperature. Paramagnetism occurs in organic molecules in only two types of 

compounds containing transition metal ions (such as metal chelates) or organic compounds 

containing unpaired electron ions (such as free radicals). The method is based on calculating the 

force resulting from the interaction between the magnetic field and the magnetic moment applied 

by the magnetic field in the sample, assuming that the force factor per unit volume of the sample 

varies only as a function of ′′χ′′. 

IR SPECTRAL FEATURE 

Figures 5.1 to 5.10. display the IR spectrum of metal chelates. In all respects, the IR spectrum of 

metal chelates from each sequence is similar. Much of the chelates' IR spectral characteristics 

match the ligands' respective IR spectra. There are significant variations in the IR spectra in 

chelates of each sequence with the corresponding ligand spectrum. In the IR spectrum of all 

chelates in each sequence, new bands are found, most likely due to the metal-oxygen bond that is 

formed due to complexity. The broad band observed in the spectrum of ligands due to the free 

OH group became narrow in the chelate spectrum. This may be due to the OH group's 

involvement in the formation of complex bonds or coordination bonds. 

Examination of IR spectra, all the metal chelates shows following statements. 

• All the IR spectra are similar to pech bands. 

• Most of the bands appearing in the corresponding ligand spectra are found in the IR 

spectra of metal chelates at a comparable position. 
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ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF ANTIPYRINE AZO DYE LIGANDS AND THEIR 

METAL CHELATES 

Antibacterial and antifungal activity of Antipyrine azo ligands and their metal chelates is carried 

out in the current research. Synthesized compounds were evaluated in antibacterial experiments 

at 250 ppm concentrations and 500 ppm solutions against E. P. aeruginosa, coli, S. By the 

process of Agar diffusion using Ampicillin as normal, typhi and Bacillus Subtilis. 

The synthesised compounds were tested by the dry biomass system for their antifungal activities. 

Due to their enormous economic significance in manufacturing, agriculture, medicine, food and 

nutrition, the compounds were evaluated at a concentration between 125 ppm and 250 ppm 

against five separate species of the Aspergillus family. 

Antifungal activity 

Fungi help to recycle nutrients and play an important role in the ecosystem's biochemical cycle 

by showing that they are key ecosystem components. Some fungi are wood, leather, cloth, fruit, 

and feed declayers, but not all fungi are harmful. Some fungi, such as Aspergillus niger and 

Trichoderma viride, help increase the industrial development of various substances such as 

gluconic acid, citric acid, alcohol, other organic acids and enzyme species. The Trichoderma 

genus is a well-known bio-control agent used in today's agriculture to control plant diseases in a 

healthy and eco-friendly way. The fungi are therefore used as an analytical part with a significant 

function for chemists, biologists and nutritionists in the list of analytical working aspects 

available. 

Although these fungi are helpful, some species, especially in the tropical climate, grow on 

leather, timber and cloth/fabrics and reduce their commercial value. Aspergilli is troublesome 

because it gives shoes and clothes a musty scent. Aspergillosis is a disease caused by Aspergillus 

fumigatus, Aspergillus flavus and other species of Aspergillus niger. Aspergillosis is a lung 

disease that is much more common in birds. It is popular for cattle, sheep, and horses as well. 

That seldom occurs in humans. Twelve Aspergillosis cases, which closely resemble those of 

Tuberculosis, have been documented by Finegold et al. Raulin noted an increase in A's growth. 

After adding Fe(III) and Zn(II) to the basal medium, Niger concluded that these components 

were necessary for the growth of these species. Brotel finds that for the perfection of growth as 

well as for the sporulation of A, Cu is necessary. Niger — Niger 

Antibacterial activity 

The primary causes of any metabolic disruption in humans are microorganisms. The 

microorganisms that cause the disease are called pathogens. The production of pathogens and 

other harmful bacteria is regulated by antibacterial agents that are crucial to human survival. 

Human as well as synthetic molecules are antibacterial agents. Biotic antibacterial agents may 

only prevent bacteria growth and destroy the bacteria. 

One of the major species of bacteria found in the lower intestines of mammals is Escherichia coli 

(E. coli), recognised as gut flora. It actually helps with the waste treatment of vitamin K 

production and food absorption when found in the large intestine. In 1885, Theodor Escherich, a 

German paediatrician and bacteriologist, discovered it. Oh. The E. Coli strain O157:H7 is one of 
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hundreds of strains of human disease-causing bacteria. As with all Gram-negative bacteria, E. It 

is rare for coli to sporulate. Thus, treatments that destroy all active bacteria are successful for 

their eradication without needing the more thorough sterilisation that also deactivates the spores, 

such as pasteurisation or simple boiling. As a result of their adaptation to the intestines of 

mammals, E. Coli is better grown in vivo or at higher temperatures. 

Fungal growth and method of measurement 

In a very short period, when microorganisms are inoculated in an appropriate medium and 

incubated under appropriate conditions, a tremendous increase in the cell mass or number of 

cells occurs. Microbial development is called this. With reference to fungi, growth can be 

characterised by the synthesis of macromolecules as an irreversible increase in the mass of the 

whole or part of the living organism. Generally, development refers to changes in the cell culture 

rather than changes in an individual organism. It denotes the rise in the number of 

microorganisms in the initial inoculum above that already present. 

Different methods for calculating growth are employed depending on the situation in hand. The 

Dry Weight Method for the quantitative evaluation of fungi is perhaps the most commonly used 

and applicable method. In this process, the spores produced after inoculation and subsequent 

incubation are filtered and collected as the culture medium through the pre-weighed Gooch 

crucible. The mass of the cells is dried at 800oC to a continuous weight. The dried mycelium is 

then weighed and registered as Mycelial Dry Weight on a semi-micro analytical balance 

(MDW). 

CONCLUSION 

The number of coordination compounds for their applications in various fields has been 

explored. Antipyrine and its derivatives are well known both for their medical and therapeutic 

uses. In many biological processes such as Antibacterial, Antifungal, Antituberculosis, 

Anticancer, Cycotoxic, Antitumor, Antioxidant, Anti-HIV, Analgesic and Anti-inflammatory 

activity, the antipyrin compounds containing nitrogen molecules, especially 4-nitroantipyrin 

derivatives, play a vital role. For its various uses, coordination compounds containing antipyrine 

derivatives can also be synthesised and recently studied. Due to their dyeing, chelating, 

biological and ion exchange properties, many azo dyes based on bon acid compounds are 

published. Interestingly, the coordination chemistry of bon acid-derived azo Schiff bases is not 

well investigated. The amino antipyrine reaction to bon acid has also not been reported to date. 

Based on the above information, the combined 4-aminoantipyrin molecule and various ligands 

were thought to be able to explore a good biological active compound. The present research 

therefore involves the synthesis, characterization and physiochemical study of transition metal 

complexes containing ligand-like aminoantipyrine azo dye. Against various antimicrobial strains, 

the antimicrobial activity of all synthesised compounds was also assessed. 
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